
CLASSIC
SOLID, STURDY AND 20MM ENGINEERED

CLASSICS These are things that do not 
change and they should be a constant.

ORIGIN These Classic floorboards get 
their pedigree from Ted Todd’s origins 
as a company that reclaimed and then 
manufactured new hardwood floorboards

ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS Classic flooring 
materials should be essential elements that 
please and excite, while transcending fads 
and fashions so they always remain relevant. 
They should last, never go out of date and 
never be thrown away.

MADE TO LAST These are solid, sturdy 
20mm-thick boards that are engineered to 
last made from 100% hardwood. 

STABLE The two-ply engineered 
construction is crafted from extremely stable 
furniture-grade all-birch plywood.

TRADITIONAL Long lengths and wide 
widths match the dimensions of traditional 
floorboards for an authentic appearance.

EXTRA-THICK HARDWOOD This collection 
has an extra-thick 6mm hardwood layer; 
this means your floorboards can be 
re-sanded many times in the future.

ESSENTIAL For longer life, double-fumed 
Madingley and Bedgebury floorboards are 
treated to the core.

SUBTLE TEXTURES PREVAIL The shadow 
sawn and sandblasted textures found in this 
collection are subtle and very effective. They 
give your floors added character and an 
extra dimension.

TED TODD EUROPEAN OAK After so many 
years in the timber flooring business, we know 
our oaks and are very particular about the 
woods we select. We only source slow-grown 
oak that’s renowned for its clear grain patterns 
and delicious mellow tones.

WARM FLOOR The floorboards in this 
collection are suitable for installation over 
underfloor heating (please see guidelines).

TRUST For your peace of mind, all oak 
in this collection comes with 100% FSC®-
certified environmental accreditation.

EASY INSTALLATION You can float, nail or 
fully bond this engineered wood floor.

PIONEERING VALUES We originated 
the wide-plank solid wood floor, then 
pioneered the same dimensions in a 20mm 
engineered wood floor. Time has proven 
that these incredibly good floors combine 
honesty and ‘classic’ appeal.



CLASSIC
SOLID, STURDY AND 20MM ENGINEERED

EASY CARE 

For floors with hardened coatings we have designed a simple 
system to care for your floor. Clean regularly with Easy Clean, 
protect with Maintenance Polish and apply two coats of neat 
Ted Todd intensive polish every two to three months for tough 
protection. For the following floors please use Care System 1:

  

The following floors have an oil-based finish. To clean and nourish 
please use Care System 2. Clean regularly with Soft Clean, deep 
clean with Intensive Clean and restore with Oil Replenish. All 
contain nourishing natural oils.
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